PERSONAL STATEMENTS
THE PERSONAL STATEMENT: MAKING AN IMPACT
The personal statement is your opportunity to share your voice
in the application process. There are many different ways to
approach your essay. Reflect on what is most important in your
experience, and be sincere. Admissions committees are
comprised of real people; be your real self.
WRITING TIPS
START EARLY: Writing the Personal Statement will take longer
than you think. Do not wait until the last minute to write a
Personal Statement. It should be carefully constructed, then
polished, and reviewed by those whose opinions you value.
Effective Personal Statements take several drafts.
IT‘S ABOUT YOU: Make it personal; this essay is about you, not
others. Be remembered for being unique. Consider family,
education (Do you enjoy it? Why?), work, volunteerism, and
other extracurricular experiences. Write about what interests
and excites you!
DON‘T BORE THE READER. Go further than, “I want to help
people.” Sure, it may be true, but there are numerous helping
professions and your essay will be stronger if you can clearly
articulate specifically why you want to enter the medical field vs.
teaching, engineering, research, business? Share and determine
which aspects of the medical profession are appealing to you.
Articulate how being a health professional will best utilize and
compliment your skills and interests.
DON‘T BE CLICHÉ: Be wary of beginning or ending your essay
with quotes or sentimental inspirations. Committees have seen
many of these, and might be weary of yours.
KNOW THE PURPOSE: The purpose of this essay is to convey to
the admissions committee that you belong in professional
school and that one day you will make a worthy health
professional. The committee is interested in more than your
ability to succeed academically. Do not rely solely on telling the
reader that YOU ARE prepared for school and will make a good
health professional – show them by buttressing your claims with
specific examples that illustrate each point. Don‘t duplicate
information from other sections of the application—offer
information they won’t glean elsewhere.
SHOW. DON‘T TELL, AND BE REFLECTIVE: Don't just list all the
things you've done; select one, two, or a few to tell about, and
write from the point of view of what you got out of the
experience, not how much you worked or how hard it was. Make
a point of what you learned, or why you selected the particular

experience – this will provide the reader greater insight into
your initiative, values and priorities.
PROVIDE INSIGHT: What thoughts or feelings did you have from
this experience? Don‘t get carried away describing details of
research or a medical case—space is limited and you may bite
off more than you can chew. The reader will likely know more
about the topic than you. Do not bore the reader or give the
impression you are naïve on the topic.
VARY YOUR SENTENCES & USE TRANSITIONS: The best essay
contain a variety of sentence lengths mixed within any given
paragraph. Also, remember that transition is not limited to
words like nevertheless, furthermore or consequently. Good
transition flows from the natural thought progression of your
argument. Example Before ―I started playing piano when I was
eight years old. I worked hard to learn difficult pieces. I began to
love music. Example After ―I started playing the piano at the
age of eight. As I learned to play more difficult pieces, my
appreciate for music deepened.‖
USE THE ACTIVE VOICE: Passive-voice expressions are verb
phrases in which the subject receives the action expressed in the
verb. Passive voice employs a form of the word to be, such as,
was or were. Overuse of the passive voice makes prose seem
flat and uninteresting. Generally, make verbs active, not passive
i.e., I helped him vs. he was helped.
BE SPECIFIC AND ANSWER “WHY”: This is not the time to be
vague. Details are important. Be honest and a real person; we all
have our strengths and weaknesses. Being honest helps present
a real person with self-confidence, maturity, and self-awareness
that is memorable to a reader. Anytime you make a claim about
yourself, ask the question “WHY” and answer it. The answer is
what your written word should reflect.
HIGHLIGHT YOUR GROWTH. ADDRESS WEAKNESSES: Show
progression throughout your past experiences, your current
ambitions, and what you can offer or expect to accomplish in
the future. Be positive and optimistic; however, avoid the Fairy
Tale Syndrome (FTS), e.g., “I have always dreamed that
someday…” If something in your academic record needs
explanation, make one, but do not dwell on the negative. Just
don‘t dwell on it. No excuses, either. Take ownership of any
transgressions—and the ensuing growth.
KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE: Consider who is reading your
statement—MDs, PhDs, nurses, students, administrators,
conservatives, liberals, etc. Consider how each might interpret
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your writing or choice of topics. Be careful not to insult or
disrespect those in the health professions (i.e., “I don‘t want to
go into nursing because I am seeking more of a challenge.”) Not
only could these professionals be on the admissions committee,
they are your future colleagues! What message are you

sending? What does it say about you?
DON‘T PREACH: Don‘t enumerate the attributes of a good
professional (other people may have different ideas.) Be careful
with criticism of others in the field to which you are trying to
gain entry. You might discuss what specialty, if any, you would
like to enter. What are your related attributes? What
experiences have pointed you in this direction?
PROOF-READ: Does your essay flow? Check your spelling and
grammar on a hard (written) copy, not on the computer screen.
Have others read and comment on the statement; do not rely 
on a spell-checker.

EXERCISE JUDGMENT: Be careful with the use of I, me, myself; 
try to use them sparingly. Do not substitute myself, when I or
me is correct. Your writing should be more sophisticated than 
your speech, but don't make it so stilted that there is a question
as to who wrote or assisted in writing your essay. Be careful of
wordiness or redundancy.
BE CONCISE BUT COMPREHENSIVE: Don‘t worry about drafting a
longer statement than the space available. It can always be
shortened. Remember, use it or lose it with regard to available
space, but be aware of character length allotted.
INTEGRITY & HONESTY: You must be able to defend everything
that you write in your personal statement. Be honest. Don‘t
exaggerate; don‘t brag; don‘t lie. Admissions Committee
members have well developed, highly sensitive radars. Keep a
copy of your application and read your essays before you go into
the interview. Write the sincere truth.
TOPICS TO CONSIDER: Motivation for becoming a physician;
influences of your family or early experiences on your life;
insights gained through extracurricular, work, or volunteer
activities; long-term goals, or a personal, social or global issue
that matters to you. If applicable, consider addressing
irregularities or dips in your academic record and related
setbacks, or referencing a non-traditional background.

Why have you selected the field of medicine?
What motivates you to learn more about medicine?
What do you want medical schools to know about you that
hasn't been disclosed in other sections of the application?
In addition, you may wish to include information such as: Special
hardships, challenges, or obstacles that may have influenced
your educational pursuits. Commentary on significant
fluctuations in your academic record that are not explained
elsewhere in your application.
Consider and write your Personal Comments carefully; many
admissions committees place significant weight on this section.
To avoid formatting issues, we recommend typing your essay
directly into the AMCAS application rather than cutting and
pasting your essay from other software. Please keep the
following in mind:
You cannot run a spell check in the AMCAS application.
It is not necessary to repeat information reported elsewhere on
your application.
The space for this essay is 5,300 characters, or approximately
one page.
The formatting of this section does not allow indentation;
therefore extra spaces can be included between paragraphs.
Spaces are counted as characters.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR AACOMAS (2011)
http://www.aacom.org/InfoFor/applicants/documents/instructi
ons.pdf (page 23)
The Personal Statement section of the application contains the
essay for the application. Every applicant is required to submit a
personal statement. Personal statements in the AACOMAS
application are limited to 4,500 characters including spaces and
punctuation. If you choose to write your personal statement
outside of the application and paste it in, please use a text
editing program like WordPad and not MS Word. MS Word adds
formatting codes that can change the appearance of your
statement. Please review your personal statement carefully and
proofread again. Once the application is submitted, this
statement cannot be changed.

INSTRUCTIONS FROM AMCAS (2011)
https://www.aamc.org/students/download/182162/data/2012_
amcas_instruction_manual.pdf (page 64)
Every applicant is required to submit a Personal Comments
essay. Applicants who apply to an M.D./Ph.D. program must
complete two additional essays: the M.D./Ph.D. Essay and the
Significant Research Experience Essay. Once the application is
submitted this information cannot be changed.

Instructions from AADSAS
http://www.adea.org/dental_education_pathways/aadsas/Appli
cants/Pages/PersonalStatement.aspx
The ADEA AADSAS application requires a personal essay on why
you wish to pursue a dental education. Where do you
start? Admission committees are looking for individuals who are
motivated, academically prepared, articulate, socially conscious,
and knowledgeable about the profession. What can you tell
admissions committees about yourself that will make you stand
out? Here are some tips: Be honest about how you became
interested in studying dentistry. Explain what you've done to
demonstrate your interest in dentistry. Talk to practicing
dentists to increase your understanding of general dental
practices.

Use the Personal Comments essay as an opportunity to
distinguish yourself from other applicants. Some questions you
may want to consider while writing this essay are:

Note: Applications for public colleges in Texas are processed through
the Texas Medical and Dental Schools Application Service (TMDSAS)
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